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Step 1. 
Define Best Practices

Define Best 
Practices



First companies need to lay the foundations
• Mapping your current state of affairs
• Cost & Benefits
• What do you want to achieve? 
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Step 1. 
Define Best Practices

THE AUDIT THE 
OBJECTIVE

THE 
ROADMAP



THE AUDIT
Where are you now? 

Understand your current business processes 
• What processes are being carried out by individuals & departments within the organization today?
• Define, outline and document them.

Where will automation fit into your business? 
• What are the triggers on which automation might execute? 
• What needs to happen before and after the automation? 
• What input variables will need to be automated for a successful outcome?

While analysing these processes, you’ll want to answer the following questions:
• How does information enter into your organisation?
• Who receives, analyses, acts on, and approves this info?
• What department handles these steps and what info are they in charge of?
• Where is the information stored for retention and later archived?
• Why is our system currently set-up this way?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Speak about bold points only 



THE OBJECTIVE
Where do you want to go? 

Evaluate your requirements and potential benefits
• Evaluate processes that consume a great deal of time
• Can complex, multi-step activities be simplified? 
• Evaluate the time taken by manual activities and the frequency with which those activities are 

undertaken

Remove unnecessary steps
• Eliminate any processes that add no beneficial value to your organization
• Can you remove overlapping and duplicated tasks?
• Do processes still exist that are now being carried out by a separate process more effectively?
• Do processes or remnants of a process still exist that used to address needs your organisation no 

longer has?

Put the right people in the right places 
• Move individuals into the process as needed
• What/who is needed for the process to function properly
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THE ROADMAP
How are you going to get there? 

Establish what will be automated
• Based on your objectives, which specific IT processes and workflows will actually be automated 

and in what order?
• Create an accurate scope of the overall strategy for implementing and maximizing automation 

Set expectations 
• Set expectations surrounding workload and cost reduction early and accurately
• Automating smaller tasks can be an excellent way to demonstrate value and provide a foundation

As a result, your organisation can expect the following benefits: 
• Lower costs
• Increased reliability and performance
• Reduced complexity
• Streamline/automated repetitive tasks
• Lower risk of error
• Reduced need for checks and balances
• Improved tracking and reporting
• Reduced reliance on high level expertise
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Step 2. 
Standardise & Control the IT Infrastructure

Standarised 
& 

Controlled 
IT Infrastructure

Define Best 
Practices



What does IT standardisation look like?

Businesses using a standardised IT 
infrastructure use:
• The same hardware 
• The same operating systems 
• The same equipment 
• The same applications 
• Standardised policies 
• Fewer vendors

Why standardise your IT Infrastructure? 

Uniformity in your infrastructure, equipment, 
and configurations enables you or your 
Service Provider to:
• Reduce the burden on IT staff
• Avoid compatibility problems
• Improve communication
• Quickly troubleshoot common problems
• Monitor for known issues
• Provide a shorter resolution time
• Trigger updates to operating systems and 

software on a specific schedule
• Provide rapid response 
• Minimise costs
• Identify improvement and upgrades
• Create scope for digitisation
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Step 2. 
Standardise & Control the IT Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Standardized policies Eases the burden on IT staff Produces a more compatible, better-structured work environment



How can IT standardisation be achieved? 
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Step 2. 
Standardise & Control the IT Infrastructure

Technology 
inventories & 

Tracked Assets

Dashboard 
Overview & 
Application 

Management

The Cloud 

Buy business 
models, 

centrally & in 
quantity

Enable remote 
access & 

management

Plan ahead

XCHANGECLOUD

KEEPUP@SEA

Applications 

Actions

KEEPUP@SEA

XCHANGEURA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MAKE TECHNOLOGY INVENTORIES & TRACKED ASSETS You can’t manage what you can’t measure! If you know how many physical computers and what software they use, you’ll be able to plan ahead. KeepUp@Sea is Marlink’s comprehensive IT management solution. It contains an inventory function specifically designed to manage and maintain your vessels’ IT assets and proactively alert you of non-compliance issues.  - IT Managers can monitor all installed software versions across the fleet’s servers and PCs  - Monitor hardware (servers and computers)  - Identify outdated installations so that action can be taken; minimising the risk of infection - Unauthorised installations can also be identified - Ensures compliance  - Can reduce costs by identifying unnecessary licenses to be discontinuedDASHBOARD OVERVIEW & APPLICATION MANAGEMENTYou can’t manage what you can’t see! A comprehensive Dashboard in our KUAS solution presents a complete overview of the health status for defined critical hardware components onboard the fleet. (Available as a Managed Service or Self-Service).  - KUAS Dashboard - Focus on the business-critical elements for you (e.g. verifying scheduled backups and anti-virus definitions) - See current versions and status of all fleet-wide software and applications assigned.TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE CLOUDThe cloud is the key lever for standardisation and agility. After all, virtualization is the basis for providing standardized services.  - Enables essential scalability, cost savings and efficiency.  - XChange Cloud provides a secure and scalable platform for the transfer and synchronisation of files between shore and multiple sites.  - Plenty of solutions are available, but Marlink has developed XChange Cloud optimised specifically for maritime satcom environments – e.g. with on-the-fly file compression and transfer recovery after signal loss. BUY BUSINESS MODELS, BUY CENTRALLY, BUY IN BULK  - Buy business-class computers/software: Manufacturers change the components in their business machines much less frequently, and they often will guarantee configuration support for a certain period of time (usually six months). Also better warranty. Longer life cycle than consumer models typically.  - Buy in quantity:  As well as benefiting from scale economies this way, better uniformity can be achieved since companies like Dell, HP and other vendors change their models constantly, so the computer you buy this week is different from the one you bought last week. Even though the model number is exactly the same, it may have a different network card, a different hard drive or even a different motherboard.  - Make purchases centrally: This will ensure hardware and software compatibility is standardised and you maintain control of what hardware and applications are operational within the network. ENABLE REMOTE ACCESSThe days of sending CDs and USBs onboard should be over. Benefit from quick and easy remote support with reduced downtime and no onboard intervention using remote access.  - As an example, Marlink’s XChange solution enables Universal Remote Access (URA), which can significantly facilitiate  - Remotely maintain and update your XChange configuration and onboard settings, like updating firewall rules and policies. - Firmware updates can be pushed with one click.  - Keep control of onboard equipment and gain access to a computer or any other network device onboard from anywhere.PLAN AHEAD Quickly available, standardized cloud services give the IT department significant new scope. Know how you’re going to use it and keep focus on your objectives.  



MARLINK CASE STUDY: Stolt-Nielsen Limited
• The Challenge: 

– 80-90 vessels (3-15 years old) 
– All serving different markets with different solutions

• The Objective: 
– Standardisation & better control

• The Solution: 
– Upgraded to deploy standardised Sealink VSAT 

across all vessels 
– XChange with Universal Remote Access (URA)
– KeepUp@Sea comprehensive IT solution

• The Benefits: 
– Quicker to deploy connectivity & upgrades
– Straightforward remote troubleshooting (one-time setup)
– Remote access to any device on the network, for managing and updating applications  
– Stronger IT competence
– Less IT training
– Simpler management of maintenance, spares & repairs
– Reduced cyber risk 
– 30% cost reduction in deploying IT updates and patches
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Step 2. 
Standardise & Control the IT Infrastructure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cost savings: Updates tested and verified on shore side before deploymentCentralized and automated distribution of updates from shore to the fleetAutomated implementation on boardNo physical interaction needed on boardNo need for traveling
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Step 3. 
Provide Protection & Reduce Cyber Risk
In the rapidly developing maritime environment, an holistic approach to security is needed 
that enables response to new and ever-evolving risks. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s shift towards increasing interconnectedness at sea is continuing to enable significant efficiency gains and new capabilities for maritime operations. Running in parallel to this trend is an increase in vulnerability to cyber-attacks within the maritime industry. Although historically not considered part of the critical infrastructure sector, considering that now more than 90% of global trade is carried by sea, maritime has increasingly become a cyber target, as proven by recent high-profile, damaging cases. Protecting a Maritime IT & OT network against cyber threats requires a combination of proven tools and processes.Established means such as a firewall and anti-virus (PROTECT) need to be complemented by deployment of more advanced network-based hardware and software solutions (DETECT and RESPOND) as well as training.  This will help to ensure never being in a position of having to pay hackers a ransom, a fine to national bodies or suffering from a severe loss of reputation. In order to secure the entire network, a security assessment has to be conducted at each layer and a continuous cyber security process implemented.
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Step 3. 
Provide Protection & Reduce Cyber Risk

Questions You Should Ask Your Satellite Service Provider about Cyber Security

How are you securing your network (not just 
your satellites)?

What are the key elements of your 
Information Assurance plan? 

What measures do you incorporate to ensure that the 
satellite portion of your network will remain available?

The weakest link in your security chain puts your entire network at risk. With cyber threats 
increasing in sophistication, understand your satellite operator’s security posture.   

What are you doing to keep ahead of the fast 
changing cyber threat environment? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The threat of cyberattacks is only increasing and getting more sophisticated each year.  As we deal with the growth of Big Data, IoT and M2M applications, there will be vastly greater amounts of data moving across all networks – and as a result, there will be more access points. Every part of the hybrid networks serving remote offices, ships and IoT devices must be secured.  Faced with the complex new threats inherent with more data and more access points, cybersecurity professionals continue to succeed by implementing the right security posture. This is defined not only by the threats it stops but also by the ability to react to and address the threats when they are discovered.1. How are you securing your networks (not just your satellites)?Securing satellite networks is a complex undertaking given the nature and scope of the satellite ecosystem. It is no longer enough to focus on securing just the satellite itself. Today, the typical satellite network architecture is global and spans terrestrial and satellite links as well as cellular, internet and/or microwave connections. The challenge is to ensure that the entire ecosystem, not just your company, has the right security posture to harden your company against the gamut of attacks pervasive in today’s environment. 2. What is your Information Assurance plan? What are the key elements?A satellite provider’s security program should include prevention, detection and restoration protocols. Satellite operators need to take a systematic defense-in-depth approach to detect, prevent and mitigate attacks, thereby enhancing resilience and mission assurance in their satellite, ground and network infrastructure. Integrated Security ProgramThe satellite provider and its ecosystem partners should have integrated plans to adhere to the most stringent information assurance compliance criteria. At the same time, your satellite operator should have standalone Information Security functions that operate separately from the ecosystem partners and also apart from its own network and satellite operations. This ensures that their security and monitoring of the framework remains centrally managed and controlled.  Layered Security FrameworkA comprehensive, layered framework needs to be built to ensure the confidentiality, availability and integrity of the satellite operator’s services. Security should be at the core of the design and configuration of a satellite service provider’s infrastructure, network and service delivery architectures. Assessment and Remediation ProgramA comprehensive Information Assurance assessment and remediation program should include recurring penetration assessments, organization-wide control assessments and third-party Service Organization Control audits against the service provider’s satellite and terrestrial service environments. This includes satellite operations, teleport, terrestrial and service management infrastructure. Policies and procedures must be in place to ensure that every level of the organization is aware of the security measures.  Standard ComplianceIt is critical that satellite service providers and their ecosystem partners comply with the latest security standards.3. What measures will you incorporate to ensure that the satellite portion of my network will remain available during a breach or an attack?The question is not whether there will be any attacks, but how well your satellite operator can manage a breach and still maintain your network availability and integrity. High availability and resiliency must be incorporated into the design, implementation and operations of a satellite provider’s services.  A layered security framework and strong policies and procedures are necessary to ensure appropriate and rapid action to remediate events and maintain control in the event of interference or a cyber-attack.  Fully redundant, hot standby satellite operation centers should be implemented, so each center can command the entire fleet at any time, transmit commands utilizing multiple teleports and remotely operate the other center’s equipment. A combination of facility, RF and command encryption practices provides a layered structure that mitigates the impact of interference with secure and uninterrupted satellite control.4. What are you doing to keep ahead of the fast changing threat environment?Protecting a satellite network from cyber-attacks is a complex and ongoing process. The best protection employs layers of countermeasures to combat and mitigate the most advanced threats. To stay abreast of increasingly sophisticated and powerful attacks, a satellite operator’s Information Assurance program should be: Preventative: with advanced assessment, indicator, analysis and prevention countermeasures and controls to block threats and exploit attempts.Detective: identifying threats with intelligence sources, anomaly, signature and behavior-based techniques, among other detection measures.Access-and Authentication: measures to enforce authorized and secure access to information resources.Management: event correlation and management as well as configuration of controls and countermeasures all integrated.
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How should your network be split and prioritised? 
• The most basic configuration is to split the crew LAN from the corporate LAN 
• Would you benefit from further divisions? 
• What applications will you prioritise? 
• What policies will you set for each network? 
• Within the crew network, will all users have the same entitlements, or different? 
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Step 4. 
Separate Networks & Define Policies

Priority 
Level 1:

BUSINESS 
NETWORK

Priority 
Level 2:

IOT 
NETWORK

Priority 
Level 3:
CLIENT 

NETWORK

Priority 
Level 4:
CREW 

NETWORK

MARLINK CASE STUDY: Grieg Star AS
• The Challenge: 

– 33 Vessels, approx. 700 crew members 

• The Objective: 
– Enabling crew connectivity while maintaining control

• The Solution: 
– XChange

• The Benefits: 
– Crew and business networks are separated, with the business network always getting priority
– An infected crew device will not affect the business network 
– XChange user management provides the means to control:

• Appointed prepaid credits per user or user group
• Which applications each user can access 
• Restrictions based on volume-based and/or working hours (time-based)
• Black listing and application filtering 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Leonhardt Blumberg/ MSC Cargo) XChange – enables creation of separate user accounts & user groups KUAS – enables full visibility of what’s on the network, restricts to only permitted users and equipment on business network 
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Make cyber security everyone’s responsibility 
Your cyber security strategy is only as strong as your weakest link.

In addition to technical cyber security solutions, creating awareness among staff through regular 
training and a clearly defined IT system usage policy is essential. 

An holistic approach is needed towards: 
• Technology & solutions 
• IT usage policy (‘IT Charter’)
• Access management (user authentication) 
• Training
• Business processes 
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Step 5. 
Create a Culture of Cyber Awareness

“A leading cause of security breaches is a basic human vulnerability: our susceptibility to 
deception. Hackers exploit this vulnerability by sending phishing emails that induce users 
to click on malicious links that then download malware or trick the victim into revealing 
personal confidential information.”

Journal of the Association for Information Systems

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Human error remains the leading cause of data breaches – and these breaches cause organisations a great deal of financial and reputational damage.80% of cyber security breaches are caused by Human Error (Allianz Safety Shipping Review, FireEye M-Trends 2017) While there are huge amounts of endpoint and application level security solutions available from firewalls and anti-virus through to email security and content filtering, it’s just as important to look at the human aspect of IT usage on board as most attacks will feature a human in the loop at some point.  - Cyber criminals know that untrained people or those with little computing experience are an easy target.  - When it comes to improving your organisation’s ability to guard against cyber threats, the best defensive strategy is creating a cyber security culture in the workplace.
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Download our Free Whitepaper 

CYBER SECURITY WHITEPAPER

Next generation defences against the 
growing threat of cyber-attacks

In this whitepaper we address the challenges, motivations and 
methods that cyber criminals use and the processes and 
technology that can be applied to stop them. 

Download it now: www.marlink.com

http://www.marlink.com/
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Step 6. 
Choose the Right Connectivity Partner to 
enable your evolving needs

Your communication and IT landscape is evolving rapidly – are you partnered with a 
future-proof connectivity provider that can demonstrate:

 Control

• Predictable, long-term 
partner (25+ years)

• Independently run (not 
owned by an SNO) 

• Average link availability of 
99.5%

• Cyber resilient network 
solutions

 Flexibility

• Full spectrum of 
connectivity solutions 
across frequency bands

• Multi-carrier capabilities

• Constant innovation of 
connectivity solutions and 
applications 
(Telemedicine, VideoTalk, 
Media, URA, Cloud, etc.) 

 Support

• Quality, certified support 
(ISO, ITIL)  

• Global Service Network

• Long term VSAT 
experience 

• Significant number of staff 
and service points

• Global Logistics & 
warehouses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasise future proof, emphasise the multi carrier that we also can provide Terrestrial connection, and in the North Sea and GOM, we can provide Tampnet
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Questions You Must Consider When Choosing a VSAT Service Provider

Can your service provider seamlessly accommodate 
expansion and growth? 

Can your service provider scale upward and future-proof 
your technology investments?

To meet the unprecedented demand for broadband connectivity, high-throughput
satellites (HTS) are an important game changer in network expansion plans. But not all 
HTS are created equal. Choosing the right architecture defines the user experience. 

Step 6. 
Choose the Right IT & Connectivity Partner 
to enable your evolving needs

Does your service provider use open architecture 
or closed architecture? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As your commercial maritime customers expand their use of big data analytics, VoIP, video and other internet-intensive applications, the need for reliable high-speed connectivity throughout a ship’s journey has never been greater. New high-throughput satellites (HTS) promise to transform the opportunity with mega-pools of capacity. But not all HTS solutions are created equal or provide the capabilities you need to provision, manage, contend and scale connectivity services – anywhere your customers travel.1. Coverage and Redundancy. Can your service provider seamlessly accommodate expansion and growth? Does a single HTS provide enough coverage to meet your future route needs? Is there enough capacity available for all ships in dense shipping routes? Your service provider should offer consistent, pervasive high-capacity coverage globally with back-up capacity, should a satellite ever fail as well as be designed to incorporate existing Ku-band network. Capacity should scale over time, offering continuity, growth and resiliency with multiple layers of capacity in congested, high-traffic areas.2. Open Architecture & Security you can trust.Security you can trust and an open architecture system provides control and choice to the shipping company and is designed to make adding, upgrading and swapping components possible and safe. Using an open architecture offers the ability to choose equipment suppliers and shop among a wide range of products to meet your budget. In addition, open architecture systems allow the use of existing hardware and are also compatible with future hardware options, such as flat panel antennas. Ask the tough question about securing your data. Intelsat is the only commercial satellite operator with 3rd party attestation on the security posture of its terrestrial infrastructure and satellite operations.3. Ability to scale upward and future-proof your technology investments.Upgrading satellite communications is a significant expenditure, and you want to be certain your technology choice doesn’t become obsolete as next-generation capabilities are introduced. Work with a service providers, you can be confident that your maritime satellite communications systems installed today will be able to leverage HTS technologies and ecosystem developments as they are Introduced.



Several companies are taking on the development of LEO satellite constellations. 
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LEO initiatives

Operator

Orbit Type & 
Path Altitude

MEO Circular
8,063 km

LEO
780 km 

LEO
800 and 950 km

LEO
1400 km LEO LEO

1100 km

Frequency 
Bands Ka L- and Ka-band Ku-band Ka-band Ka-band ?

Coverage 
Areas

Global Limited to 
between 45°N and 

45°S latitudes
Global Global Global Global Global

Initial Number 
of Satellites 8 66 900 78 117 4800

Network 
Architecture Proprietary network Proprietary 

network

Proprietary satellite 
terminals, but end user 
equipment may be LTE, 

3G, 2G or WiFi

Polar orbit, optical inter 
satellite communication. 
Network compliance with 

4G/5G/LTE.

Advantages

Lower latency than 
Geo-satellites, 1.6 

Gbps in one 
transponder. 

Owned by SES

Very low latency, 
global coverage, 

inter satellite 
connections (4 
per satellite)

Very low latency, global 
coverage, inter satellite 

connections, 6 Gbps
throughput per satellite.

Very low latency, global 
coverage, up to 1.6 

Gbps throughput per 
remote

Very low latency, global 
coverage, 

Trade-offs Limited coverage
Low data rates at 

L-band (max. 
512/1536 kbps)

Disposal of satellites? Disposal of satellites? Disposal of satellites? Disposal of satellites?

Anticipated 
Availability 2014 2015-2017 2019-2020 2021 2021 Initial 2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are the initiatives we believe will have an impact on Maritime.  It could be that we see local satellites, maybe even “Micro” satellites which could be deployed on a project basis.  But for transportation where you would prefer global coverage, the following is what we believe in.   - O3b is already in operation, but is unlikely to have an impact on transportation.  - Iridium is also in operation, but with their new constellation which is deployed as we speak, their performance will increase.  It should be noted that satellite closer to earth, meaning smaller foot-print and thus; more satellites.  - OneWeb is looking at 900 Satellites and SpaceX a whopping 4000 satellites.   - OneWeb as an example of a provider that has realized more than a billion dollar in investments, so it is all serious companies.  If these constellations come into operation with a business proposal which is matching maritime needs, they could potentially be a game-shifter with regards to availability of bandwidth.



THE CEMENT
Choose the Right Connectivity & IT Partner to enable your evolving needs

-Flexibility   -Scalability   -Control

The Essential Layers
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THE BUILDING 
BLOCKS

Standardise & Control 
the IT Infrastructure

THE ROOF
Create a Corporate Culture of Cyber Awareness

THE BUILDING 
BLOCKS

Provide Protection & 
Reduce Cyber Risk

THE BUILDING 
BLOCKS

Separate Networks & 
define clear policies

THE FOUNDATIONS
Establish best practices

1. Audit    2. Objectives    3. Roadmap



The Connected & Digital Ship
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